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AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE 
The following airworlhiness directive (AD) may be applicable lo an aircrafl which our r e a d s  Indicate is registered in your name. ADS are issued pursuant to Csnsdlan 
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AND MAINTENANCE OF YOUR AIRCRAFT 

Wing to Fuselage Attachment Joints - Barrel Nut Cracking 

5 February 2008. 

Bombardier Inc. DHC-8 aircraft, Models 400, 401 and 402, serial numbers 4001, 4003 
through 4176. 

As indicated, unless already accomplished. 

During scheduled maintenance, an operator has found cracks in the DSC228-16 barrel 
nut at one of the four primary front spar wing to fuselage attachment joints. The 
investigation determined that the cracks were due to hydrogen embrittlement and the 
problem is believed to be restricted to a batch of 166 barrel nuts from one supplier. The 
suspect barrel nuts are identified with batch marking LH7940T SPS 01. 

Further inspection by a different operator revealed that cracked barrel nuts were found at 
three of the four wing front spar wing to fuselage joints on the same aircraft. All three 
barrel nuts were from the suspect batch. Failure of the barrel nuts could compromise the 
integrity of the wing to fuselage attachments. 

This Airworthiness Directive mandates inspection of the barrel nuts to determine if any 
suspect nuts are installed. If so, this directive also mandates verification that all front spar 
attachments are properly preloaded, inspection of the barrel nuts for cracks, and removal 
of the suspect barrel nuts and hardware from operation in accordance with the schedule 
specified below. 

Inspection of the Front Spar to Fuselage Attachments: 

A. Within 100 hours after the effective date of this directive, inspect all DSC228-16 barrel 
nuts in accordance with Alert Service Bulletin (ASB) A84-57-19, dated 
1 February 2008, or later revision approved by the Chief, Continuing Airworthiness. If 
all of the barrel nuts are not from the suspect batch (i.e. all barrel nuts are not 
identified with batch marking LH7940T SPS OI), no further action is required. 

NOTE: Operators who have complied with the Service Bulletin (SB) A84-57-18 and 
have determined that the barrel nuts are not within the suspect batch do not 
need to do the inspection in accordance with Paragraph B of this directive. If 
suspect barrel nuts were found, they must be inspected in accordance with 
the requirements of Paragraph B of this directive within 100 hours air time 
after the effective date of this directive. 

Pursuant lo CAR 202.51 lhe registered owner of a Canadian aircraft shall, within seven days, notify lhe Minister 
In wr~llng of any change of his or her name or address. 

To request a chan e of address, contact the Clvll Avlation Communications Cmtm (MRC) 
at Place de Ville, b a w a .  Ontario KIA ON8, or 1-800-305-2059. 
or www.lc.gc.cdclvllaviatlodU)mmnlcaUonslCbntrd address.asp 



6. If any of the installed barrel nuts is from the suspect batch (i.e. identified with batch 
marking LH7940T SPS 01) inspect all the attachment hardware (bolt, barrel nut, 
saddle washer, retainer and PLI washer) in the affected joint location of the Front 
Spar Wing to Fuselage Attachment in accordance with Bombardier Inc. 
AS6 A84-57-19, dated 1 February 2008 or later revision, approved by the Chief, 
Continuing Airworthiness. 

a) If the bolt preload as described in the part 3.B(1) of the above mentioned ASB is 
incorrect, or the barrel nut is cracked, all the attachment hardware (bolt, barrel nut, 
saddle washer, retainer and PLI washer) in the affected joint location must be 
replaced prior to further flight. 

b) If all of the bolt preloads are correct and none of the barrel nuts are cracked, they 
may remain in service provided that the following inspection scheduled is 
accomplished: 

1. If all four barrel nuts are from the suspect batch, they must be re-inspected in 
accordance with the above mentioned ASB every 50 hours air time. The barrel 
nut attachment hardware at the two outboard locations (one left hand and one 
right hand) must be replaced within 100 hours air time. When the barrel nuts on 
the outboard location have been replaced, no further repetitive inspection is 
required. However, all hardware from the suspected batch for the remaining two 
locations must be replaced within next 3000 hours air time. 

2. If three barrel nuts are from the suspect batch, they must be repetitively 
inspected in accordance with the above mentioned AS6 every 50 flight hours. 
The barrel nut attachment hardware at the outboard location, on the side with the 
two suspect barrel nuts, must be replaced within 100 hours air time. When the 
barrel nut on the applicable outboard location has been replaced, no further 
repetitive inspection is required. However, all hardware from the suspected batch 
for the remaining two locations must be replaced within next 3000 hours air time. 

If two barrel nuts on one side are from the suspect batch, and two on the 
opposite side are not, the barrel nuts from the suspected batch must be 
repetitively inspected in accordance with the above mentioned ASB every 
100 flight hours, and the barrel nut attachment hardware at the outboard location 
on the suspect side must be replaced within 500 flight hours. When the barrel 
nuts on the applicable outboard location has been replaced, no further repetitive 
inspection is required. However, all hardware from the suspected batch on the 
remaining location must be replaced within next 3000 hours air time. 

4. If both sides have one barrel nut from the suspected batch and one from another 
(non-suspected) batch, no further repetitive inspection is required. However, the 
hardware for the remaining two locations with the suspected batch must be 
replaced within 3000 hours air time. 

5. If only one barrel nut is installed from the suspect batch, no further repetitive 
inspection is required. However, the hardware from the suspected batch must be 
replaced within 3000 hours air time. 

c) If a barrel nut from the suspect batch has a crack only on the barrel nut cradle, it 
may be left on the aircraft. However, these barrel nuts shall be inspected and 
removed in accordance with the inspection schedule mentioned in paragraph B 
above. 

Replacement of all hardware from the suspected batch constitutes closing action to 
this directive. 

Authorization: For Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities 

Derek Ferguson 
Acting Chief, Continuing Airworthiness 

Contact: Mr.Gordanko Jeremic, Continuing Airworthiness, Ottawa, telephone 613-952-4379, 
facsimile 61 3-996-91 78 or e-mail jeremig@tc.gc.ca or any Transport Canada Centre. 


